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Cheeseburger crumbs decorate the floor 
Forklift rides for the salty snakes and soda pop galore  
A man wearing a mustard stain wife beater picks up a crate of plastic bottles  
He has a bad back 
 
A cashier counts the jar filled to the brim with pennies 
The man’s misshapen head is turning red like a meatball covered in marinara sauce 
The machine swallows his credit card  
“Sorry we don’t take American Express” 
 
He swallows his pride and pulls out his Visa credit card 
That’s one hundred and forty nine dollars and forty nine cents 
“Have a great day” 
“Next” 
 
The meatball headed man pushes his cart with the wobbly wheel 
Past the hot dog stand and ice cream parlor 
Past the aisle of chocolate M&Ms and Swedish fish  
A plethoric amount of junk food makes the bottom of the cart buckle from the weight 
 
The Costco employee wears her neon orange vest with pride 
Her eyes boil due to the pungent stench coming from the highlighter 
“You are all good to go” 
“Thanks” 
 
The smell of ash and smoke fill the afternoon air from the nearby fire 
It’s a warm Autumn day  
The sun makes his skin sizzle 
The unyielding sun shines brightly in his egg shaped eyes  
 
His molten pupils are relieved by a pair of cheap sunglasses purchased at Target 
The odor of tar is rising from the asphalt 
He dodges the sea of cars  
As his car lights wink in the distance 
 
Stuffing his trunk with all his perishables he drives into the sun 
The plastic water bottles coagulate from the heat 
He belts lyrics from newest Katy Perry song 
A dried flap of skin hangs from his skinny chapped lips that is coated with dried blood 
 
The Chevy Suburban pulls up into a suburban driveway 
His face is glistens with sweat  



 

 

The dampen polyester shirt clings to his plump moobs 
Pivoting out of his car too quickly makes his head spin; dehydration settles in 
 
Impatient and desperate to wet his whistle  
He shreds open the plastic covering 
Pulls out the water bottle 
Then chugs down the magical elixir until it is bone dry 
 
He discards the empty bottle in a shallow grave filled with banana peals and expired milk 
The adjacent recycle bin silently weeps 
The pile of trash becomes a mountain of waste 
The dried water bottle covered in grease and scum is submerged into the nearby ocean 
 
There is a school of fish studying in their underwater classroom 
The landfill empties as a hodgepodge of human garbage fills the aquatic classroom  
A manmade tidal cause superabundant waste that carries the fish across the sea 
Disoriented and lost the fish wander off aimlessly into the dark abyss 
 
The plastic bottle floats its way up to the top 
It is empty, but surrounded by an endless sea of water 
Another manmade tidal wave rushes towards the bottle causing the cap to pop off 
It gravitates towards the bottom sea now filling with salt water and fish waste 
 
A curious family of octopi approaches the mysterious bottle 
The papa octopus wraps his tentacles around the bottle  
He brings it close to his eye and looks through it like a telescope 
Then he drinks from it and then cracks a smile 
 
Months pass and the papa octopus becomes rich 
He has all the claims he could ever want 
An underwater entrepreneur one might say 
His water bottle business soared and eventually he opened up his very own store 
 
He sold bicycles, microwaves, shake weights, and French fries 
The next generation of fish became corpulent and sluggish 
More and more fish were captured by greedy fisherman 
Even papa octopus was captured while eating his most prized possession his plastic bottle 
 
The meatball headed man was ravenous  
He gathered his family and went to a sushi restaurant he found on Yelp 
Feeling adventures he ordered a octopus 
He belches with satisfaction unaware that he was eating his old plastic bottle  


